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Review

·rallimit thr

Let X,,.. Xn,"" be an ind, sequence of rus, each

having finite mean M and variance of

Then FAEIR,

PSAn-nM say -> Ofcalededuce
as n -> 0

*ample! If 10 fair dice are rolled, find
the approximate prob. that the sum obtained

is between 30 and 40.

Solution: Let X: be the value obtained in

the inth roll, it, ,. . . 10.

We need to calculate

p929.5i> xit... + x10(40.5)

Notice that M= E[Xi] =5(1+ 2+. + 6)
= T1



E[Xy1 =t(i+2+... + 64

-to
o
=

Var(Xi) = ElX;1-ELXi]
35

-

T

tene P(29.5>
xit..+ X10 = 40.53

- PSLfIONENlo-loxe IoTin
-PS -1,018 =Z1,0183
-2.5(1,018) -1

x 0.692. P(x)/

#



m2 (the strong law of large numbers)

Let X,.; Xn,.., be an i.d. sequence of r.U.'s
with a finite mean M. Then with prob. I,

+Xn -> A a nto.

In other word,

PS InX = My 1.

The proof of Thme is based on two Lemmas.

tems. Assume X is a non-negative r.v. which
may take

the value + 0. Suppose EXICO.

then PSX(0) = 1.

Pf. For any positive integer n, by the Markov inequality,

P9X =0) < PSX=n). ETX.
Letting to gives PSX = 0) = 0.

Hence PSX(0) = 1-p9X = 0] = 1.*



-m4. Let X be a or. Then

#[XY] =(E(X-])-

Pf. Notice that

Var(XY) =F5X") - (ETXY)"
Since Var)XY 20, it follows that EFXP] = (ELX) A

#

Thm 2.

We will the the under an additional assumption
E(X,1 = K) < 0.

WLOG, assume M =0

Write Sn = X, t.. + Xn.

We will estimate

=[SnP7 =E[(X,+...+ Xn)4].



Expand (X,t..+Xn)
*
in terms of

xx.xj, xxj, X.XjXk, XiXjXmYe
with distinct i, j, K, l.

Notice that ELX.X;]= EUXIE[Xj7 =0.
#

[X;xj XkI = ELXilElXj1E[Xc]
=

0.

E[XiXjXkXe1 =0.

Hence

=>JSnP7 = E[(X1+... + Xn)*I

- E(Xi

+(a)(E)X,Xj1

=nE[x] + 6(2) ELXIE[X)



i

znE[X:Y1 +6(c) E(X:
Jusing Lem 4)

-(3r=2n)K

=>snRK, where K = E5X.1s0.

so Etta7-s.
Hence

E)(NY) +zEso.
Thus

*(((47 =zE5()41s0.

set X = 4 (n)* Then X is a rv, non-negative

(may take the value
n (

However ECXI< r

By Lem3, PSX(0] = 1.

Hence pS ((n)430) =
However

so (f)" (0 => to as nero.



Hence PSiimi-o] = 1

Thus with Prob. I,

Sn = AXn 50.

If into, then letting En =Xn-M
applying the SLIN to ((n) gives

Therest almost sure.

almost sure.

H


